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Aims of this training
• To provide a framework for thinking about vulnerable learners’
return to school
• To review existing and new vulnerabilities caused by COVID-19
and lockdown, with a particular focus on:
•
•
•
•
•

Mental Health and Wellbeing
Friendships
Parental Anxiety
The learning environment and learning routines
Reintroducing learning

See new additional guidance from The Learner Engagement Team
http://schools.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/content/returning-school-afterlockdown#1

Reviewing your learners
• Review all learners in the light of their lived experience over the
last 3 months

• Consider using the Educational Psychology Service (EPS) ‘Screening
Tool for transition post COVID’ & ‘Return to school action plan’ for
all learners
• http://schools.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/content/allreturningschool-after-lockdown#supportingsend (See Screening tool for all
learners, link at 4.10, bullet point 3)

Recovery Curriculum Summary
Professor Barry Carpenter CBE (Professor of Mental Health in Education,
Oxford Brookes University
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Recovery Curriculum
Article Summary
We must:
• Delicately manage their return to a state of learning
• Co-construct and route our curriculum in the lived
experience of the child
It should:
• Help children process their experiences and lessons learnt
from those pandemic experiences
• Significantly target emotional resilience and give time to reengage emotionally
• Create a sense of wellness and secure attachments
• Include time to rediscover the joy of social interaction
These won’t automatically return; we need to engineer them

Recovery- 3 levels
“The anxious child is not a learning child”
Deep
Recovery
Longer term support,
very personalised,
specific

Focused recovery
T

Needs led, more personalised
and targeted approaches

Holistic recovery
Whole school approaches

The learning environment and
learning routines
• What will the learning environment will look like? E.g. Will all
pupils be in their normal classroom? How will desks be arranged?
• Will safe spaces still be available for those who need them?
• What will normal routines look like now? E.g. lining up, lunch
queue, morning meet and greet, getting out and putting away
books and equipment, walking around school?
• Are there any normal routines that won’t happen? E.g. Assembly
• What systems will be in place for handwashing, social distancing,
break times?
• Are there pupils who you know will struggle with these?
What is your plan for them? What safe reasonable
adjustments might be needed? Will some pupils need more
time to understand and become clear about rules?

Communication is key
• How will you communicate all these things to
pupils in a calm, clear way?
• Pre-empting
• Pre- coaching
• Regular reassurance
• Managing our own anxieties/concerns
• Sharing our anxieties and concerns in
appropriate and helpful ways
• Be careful what is said in the hearing of
pupils

Mental health and wellbeing Reconnecting
• Children
• Staff
• Parents
• Wider school community

Anxiety. Fear.
Change…
• Many children will be anxious and fearful. Change will have impacted their lives
over the last 3 months.
• The consistency and routine of the familiar school day will no longer be present, at
least for now. Consider…
• Know your children...start from the child
• Reassurance for all children, extra reassurance for some
• Transitional objects to help resettling
• Don’t pretend this is normal, it isn’t.

• Re-establishing some old, familiar routines alongside establishing new, safety
based routines.
• Understanding re adjusting will take time
• Provide time to talk and heal – authentic listening

‘The school community is the medicine itself’
(Dr Tina Rae, 2020)
• The experience of C-19 has been a multi faceted trauma for
all
• Individuals experience of this time will lead to different
reactions to returning to school which may need different
responses
• Human, enriching and restorative experiences are crucial
• The classroom needs, more than ever, to be a secure base
• Reinforcing safety rules, boundaries and consistency will
reduce stress
• Maintaining a professional approach – keeping adult
anxiety away from children
• Patience and tolerance essential

‘It is down to you, as that skilled, intuitive teacher, who can lift the mask of fear
and disenfranchisement from the child. You can engage that child as a learner
once more’
(Carpenter et al, 2015)
• Kindness is key
• Language as communication – clarity and
pre warning for all in the school
community to reduce stress and anxiety
• New rules around social distancing in
school need to be framed as Do’s rather
than Don’ts, as this helps to reduce
anxiety by framing as positive and
protective
• Order, calm and reassurance need to be
paramount.

Relationships….
Time to reconnect…
• Having spent weeks apart, it is vital that children are
given time and support to reconnect with their friends
and peers.
• It is not just missing birthday parties or swimming
lessons that have caused disappointment for children, it is
missing out on the shared jokes and experiences in the
classroom or the joyful smiles across the hall; it’s the little
things.
• For many children they have been in an adult led
environment with little or no direct contact with peers of
their own age. Or they have been with siblings with whom
the relationship is very different to a friendship.
• For others it may have been a very isolating,
frightening and uncertain time.

Being together
• Children will need support to communicate appropriately with their
friends and classmates again.
• They will need reminding how to be in a communal learning space,
sharing items and talking to one another.
• Many will need adult modelling and support at first, even older children
will benefit from this guidance.
• How will children be allowed to play? Consider what games will and won’t
be allowed. Use races (sports day) to create activities for breaktimes.
• Creating dedicated time within the school day to re teach the children
how to socialise will help build trust, promote positive learning behaviour
and above all allow them to feel safe.

Rebuilding the bonds
• Use ‘soft landings’ in the morning, after break times and at the end of the
day to allow the children to simply ‘be’ together. Laughter is a great tool, it
helps people to relax.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mindfulness moments
Games
Using art/craft to build in quiet space and time
Creative writing and drama activities to unpick and explore feelings over
the last few months
Frequent circle times and team building activities to re-establish what
makes good classmates/friends
Create a class reward focusing on friendship
Allow the children to make cards or write letters to their friends or family
to tell them how much they’ve missed them
Enjoy a class birthday celebration to mark all of the birthdays that have
been missed

Screen time and devices - reducing reliance
•

Phones, ipads and game consoles may have been the
main form of communication for children and
particularly teenagers allowing communication and
vital connection between peers during lockdown.

•

Unkindness and bullying may have occurred via online
media. We need to be aware that this experience may
spill back into school increasing anxiety levels for some
children and reluctance to return to school.

•

New virtual friendships may have developed during
lockdown altering existing friendship dynamics.

Parental Anxiety
Effects on the adult
• Controlling
• Emotional
• Fearful
• Angry
• Unpredictable
• Inner child

Effects on the child
• Lack of independence
• Co-regulation
• Fearful
• Scared of/angry with parent
• Insecure
• Who are the adults, can they
keep me safe?

What might parental anxieties be?
Will it be longer before
I can meet famliy if my
child is at school due
to increased risk of
infection?

The allocated
adult for their
child

Catching
Covid

The
environment
EAL/Literacy difficulties
– I don’t understand the
information

Hand washing
refusal

Internal
conflict – don’t
want to send child
back, but better
for their well being

Emotional and
physical well being
of my child with
adults social
distancing

Parental
Anxiety

How will I get
them to school
without using
public transport?

Social
distancing
Will the risk
assessment
be
implemented
tightly

Peer pressure
Face to face
contact with
school/teacher

Not being able to
be in schoolsettling

Death

How can we support to reduce parental anxiety
and therefore reduce the effects on the child?
Communicate in as much detail as you can what the offer will look like and how the
child’s individual needs will be met.
SENCO/Adult in charge of child to call parent/virtual meeting –
Listen to the parent, what has their experience been?
Value all concerns even if they seem small
How has the child coped in their opinion?
✓ What are their anxieties about the child returning to school?
✓ Be transparent about which of their concerns you can address and which are out of your
control
✓ Make a plan of action to support their child together and adhere to it
✓ Individual risk assessment
✓ Share all paperwork
✓ Signpost resources to support their anxiety and to services if assessment is that parental
anxiety is worryingly high
✓ Support with accessing information – do they need a translator/someone to read it to them?

Helping the parent to prepare with their child
Making the link between home and school - virtual call with adults leading the ‘bubble’ child will be in. The child and parent can have
connection with school together

Sending home pictures of the spaces that the child will be using (classroom/outside area/lunch area/toilet and handwashing area/quiet
space) so the parent can visualise the environment their child will be in. Remember they can no longer come into school.
Sending home social stories about the routines of the day, they will be different from how they were. School staff could read through
social stories virtually with child and parent

Can you connect the child/parent with another child/parent in their bubble if they don’t have these connections already
If appropriate home visit – at the front of the house, at two meters, 5/10 minute chat with parent and child, to make connection. Risk
assess this carefully

Ensure information on website is up to date and accurate (hard in rapidly changing times)
Decide with parent how you will communicate with them about their child regularly as it will be more difficult with parents not allowed
into school and distancing does not allow for confidential communication.

Restarting Learning –
On your marks
• Learning will not have stopped, but it will look different depending
on each children’s experience during lockdown.
• The principles of the Early Years Framework may be useful to think
about for all CYP on the return to school:
• Unique child – How are your children? What does each child
need? Where is each child in their learning?
• Positive Relationships – How can learning activities help children
re-establish friendships and social skills – even with distancing?
• Enabling Environment – The learning environment is going to look
rather different. How is this going to affect how lessons are
planned?

Time and Space –
Get set
• Collaborative activities that help children to rebuild
relationships, re-establish community and share their
learning.

• Being open with children about finding out what they
have learned.
• Revisit previous learning to assess, revise and embed.
• Talking explicitly about links between home and school
learning to help vulnerable learners make the
connections.
• Don’t make them run before they can walk. Children
learn faster if they are given time to understand.

Think of learning in 3
strands – Go slow!
Secure
• Learning that was previously secure that needs assessing,
revisiting and refreshing.
Partial
• Learning that was partially secure before lockdown that
now needs to be embedded.
• Learning that different children have done at home that
they can share with peers.

New
• Do you really need to introduce new learning at this point?
Instead, think about what will engage children’s interest
and help them re-establish learning habits and skills.

• Concentrate on recovery work and re-establishing learning
structures and habits.

To summarise
• Consider all learners as potentially vulnerable learners following
lockdown.
• Reflect on your own anxieties about pupils returning to school. How
will you manage your own mental health?

• Change will be ‘the constant’ over the coming months.
• Flexibility and adaptability with a human touch will be essential.
• The priority on return to school will be the emotional well being
and mental health of the children and young people in your setting.
• A focus on the more formal curriculum may not be possible
immediately.

Useful Links
• Building Positive Thinking Habits, Increasing self-confidence and resilience in CYP
through CBT (ages 9-14)
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Building-Positive-Thinking-Habits-SelfConfidence/dp/1906531765

• The Recovery Curriculum, Barry Carpenter
http://www.recoverycurriculum.org
• Bouncing Back and Coping with Change, Tina Rae
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bouncing-Back-Coping-ChangeResilience/dp/1906531684
• The Well-being Toolkit for Mental Health in Schools: A Comprehensive Training
Resource to Support Emotional Wellbeing in Education & Social Care -Dr Tina
Rae, Dr Amy Such & Dr Jo Wood (ages 5-18)
http://www.hintonpublishers.com/isbn_template.php?isbn=978-1-912112-65-4
• 60 sensory minutes resource
https://www.nurtureuk.org/our-services/publications/programmes/60-sensoryminutes

We would love to hear your feedback about this training. Email us
to get in contact with any questions or for further support.
Thank you for all you are doing for our children and young people
in Oxfordshire.
OXSIT@Oxfordshire.gov.uk
www.oxsit.org.uk

